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From its inception, Student Anthropologist has sought to be a space 
where young anthropologists can come together and publish excellent 
student scholarship. Much of how students learn and build 
relationships happens behind the scenes—from the most mundane 
emails and administrative work, to the lively exchange of ideas and 
critiques. However, the current pressure to publish in academia often 
means that editorial resources are mainly focused on work that is 
deemed publication-worthy. This approach comes at the expense of a 
more inclusive engagement with student scholarship. To this end, I 
have tried to foster an ethos of inclusivity by encouraging meaningful 
exchanges between authors, board members, peer reviewers, and other 
contributors to ensure that the journal remains open and accessible for 
all students who are motivated to participate in the publication process. 
Learning the balance between creating opportunities for feedback and 
mentorship and respecting the time and labor of contributors has 
taught me to remain attentive to the unique circumstances of students. 
I have come to see our annual publication as but one of several 
important outcomes of the journal. For example, a reviewer’s feedback 
is occasionally used to strengthen a manuscript that will serve as a 
writing sample for graduate school, or will inspire an author to 
transform a master’s thesis into foundational work for a doctorate. It is 
my hope that Student Anthropologist will continue to foreground a 
spirit of equity as it continues to expand its potential for collaboration 
and open access.  
 Thank you to all those who labored and contributed to our 
community. I want to especially recognize the work of our dedicated 
peer reviewers, authors, and board members who have spent many 
hours reading, reviewing, and revising the fine student scholarship that 
you will find in this issue. On a final note, I am very excited to welcome 
Dick Powis as the incoming editor. Dick brings his experience as a PhD 
student in Anthropology at Washington University in St. Louis to the 
journal, which I’m sure will continue on a path of excellence and 
inclusivity under his editorship. 
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